NEWSLETTER - Summer 2022
I-57/64 at Illinois 15 Mt. Vernon Interchange Study
In 2021, the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) began studying
improvement alternatives for the I-57/64 interchange at Illinois 15 in Mount
Vernon, known to many as Exit 95.
The project is investigating how to increase capacity to address traffic growth
and improve safety on all roadway segments for all users throughout the
project limits. To provide additional capacity at the existing interchange ramp
intersections with Illinois 15, reconfiguration of the interchange, including the
replacement of the existing Illinois 15 overpass structure, will be necessary.
As part of preliminary engineering studies, public involvement activities are
being conducted using the Context Sensitive Solutions (CSS) collaborative
approach that seeks effective, multi-modal transportation solutions by working
with stakeholders to develop, build and maintain cost-effective transportation
facilities that fit into and reflect the project’s surroundings. To facilitate the
CSS process, IDOT formed the Mount Vernon Interchange Community
Advisory Group (CAG), consisting of 24 stakeholders who are community
representatives, including community group leaders, elected officials, local
municipal and agency representatives, business owners and homeowners.
The CAG has conducted virtual and in-person meetings with IDOT regarding
the preliminary engineering studies and alternatives for the I-57/64 and Illinois
15 interchange.
A Public Information Meeting was held on April 26, 2022, in Mt. Vernon. At
this meeting, the preferred interchange alternative was presented to the
public, and representatives from IDOT and the consultant were available to
answer questions and receive comments. Several comments were received
in support of the project. In addition to meetings, a project website has been
available to the public for viewing CAG and public meeting presentations and
exhibits during the Phase I Preliminary Engineering Study.
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Preferred Improvements Recommended for Interchange
As a critical access point along the I-57/64 corridor, the Illinois 15 interchange at Mount Vernon experiences
heavy passenger and freight traffic. Recommended improvements to address the capacity and safety issues
at the interchange ramps and along Illinois 15 include a new interchange type and intersection
improvements at Potomac Boulevard/45th Street. The preferred interchange type is a diverging diamond
interchange, which will reduce the number of conflict points at ramp terminal intersections and improve
traffic flow on Illinois 15 through the project study area. Pedestrian and bicycle accommodations along
Illinois 15 are also included with the proposed interchange reconstruction. Exhibits from the public meeting
depicting the proposed interchange and associated improvements can be found on the project meeting
website: https://projectmeetingonline.com/mt-vernon-interchange-at-il-15/

Project Schedule & Construction Staging Overview
Following conclusion of Phase I preliminary engineering and environmental studies in 2022, IDOT will begin
Phase II design. Construction of the interchange improvements is included in the Department’s multi-year
program and anticipated to start in 2024 or 2025 and take 24 to 36 months to complete. Construction will
occur in stages to allow the I-57/64 ramps and Illinois 15 to remain open to traffic during construction with
exception of short term and/or overnight ramp closures at Exit 95. Marked detours will be provided for any
closures.
Public feedback is important to Mount Vernon Interchange Preliminary Engineering Study and this
newsletter serves to conclude the CSS process by providing a summary of the project to date, including the
preferred interchange alternative, and inform the public what to expect going forward. If you have questions
or comments about the project or public involvement, please contact IDOT by:

• Email to Susan.Poe@illinois.gov
• Online at: https://projectmeetingonline.com/mt-vernon-interchange-at-il-15/
• Mail your comments to the address below.
Illinois Department of Transportation, District #9 Office
Attn: Carrie Nelsen
2801 W. Murphysboro Road, P.O. Box 100
Carbondale, IL 62903
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